Featured Product: Education Bundle

Inspire 90% of ALL your students to learn robotics with the world’s most powerful, versatile, and easy-to-use robot platform.

The Education Bundle includes our 3 most popular robots, as well as a variety of connectors and adaptors, an ultra-sonic distance sensor, and some spare servos - everything your students need to build and program powerful robots.

Our “Inspired Robotics” curriculum guides students through an exploration of real-world robotics, and because it’s self-directed, your teachers don’t need to be experts.

Anyone can teach powerful robotics with this curriculum!

| Education Bundle (3 robots & spare components) | $1,699 |
| Curriculum                                      | $999  |
| Classroom Set (15 robots & curriculum & training) | $9,749 |

Humanoid $599
Students love to program and interact with our Humanoid robot. Hours of enjoyment and learning

Hexapod $499
Maximum versatility allows students to create, innovate and program their robot to conquer obstacles

Rover $549
Mission control, we have lift-off. Powerful tractor treads allow the rover to explore it’s environment

AdventureBot $269
AdventureBot is a great introduction to EZ-Robot and can be expanded with additional components

Robot Head Kit $249
Have a conversation with A.I. 3D printable robot head kit that students print, build, and program

Developer Kit $269
Innovation and inspiration in a box! Challenge your students to design and build their own robots
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